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SOME EXPERIMENTS AND RELATED THEORY ON THE MEASUREMENT

OF UTILITY AND SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY 1

By

Donald Davidson, Stanford University, Stanford, California

Sidney Siegel, Pennsylvania State University, State College, Pennsylvania

Patrick Suppes, Stanford University, Stanford, California 2

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the present monograph is to advance a theory for

the explanation and prediction of individual decision making under

conditions of risk, and to report an experiment which tested the

adequacy of that theory in certain limited situations. The theory

differs from previous theories in this domain in several respects,

the most important of which is that it leads to the separate measure-

ment of utility and subjective probability. The experimental results

may be interpreted as showing that for some individuals and under

appropriate circumstances it is possible to measure utility in an

1 Research done in connection with this monograph was carried

out at Stanford University and was primarily supported by the Stanford

Value Theory Project. Partial support was also provided under Contract

NR 171-034, Group Psychology Branch, Office of Naval Research. The

experiments reported on here were conceived in November of 1953 and

completed during the first half of 1954.

2 Seniority of authorship is not implied by the order of the names.
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interval scale.

The theor,v is generically of the type, first advanced by

Bernoulli (1), and formalized by von Neumann and Morgenstern (14),

which holds that under conditions of uncertainty, individuals act

as if they were attempting to maximize expected utility. Such

theories deal with decisions from a restricted point of view.

Unlike many well explored areas in psychology, for example, learn

ing theor,v in some of its aspects, theories of decision of the kind

under discussion make no attempt to explain how individuals came to

have the decision making propensities they do. Decision theor,v, as

treated here, is limited to the more modest task of detecting and

measuring the decision making dispositions. The predictive and

explantory power of a theor,r of decision thus lies entirely in the

fact that given certain decisions of an individual, the existence

and strength of various decision making dispositions m~ be inferred,

and on the basis of these, further decisions may be predicted.

The aims of the work reported here may be summarized: first,

to develop a theory of decision making in situations involving

uncertainty leading to the interval measurement of utility or

subjective value which would, in certain essential respects, be

more realistic than formal theories previously advanced; second, to

determine experimentally, in situations involving the loss and gain

of real money, whether the conditions imposed by the theory are

satisfied; third, if utility is measurable in an interval scale,
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to study the shapes of individual utility curves over the range

tested; fourth, to demonstrate briefly how the method can be used

to measure subjective probabilities.

The following section of the monograph (Section Ir) contains

a summary and critical analysis of earlier experimental work in the

measurement of utility and subjective probability. Section III

gives a precise statement of the hypotheses to be tested. An

axiomatic formulation of the theory is given in Section IV; it is

shown that if the hypotheses of Section III are verified, the axioms

hold (for the appropriate set of alternatives), and it is pointed

out (but not proven) that the axioms are adequate to insure the

existence of a utility function unique up to a linear transformation

and an absolutely unique, non-additive subjective probability function.

Section V explains and justifies the method of approximation which

creates the necessary bridge between formal theory and experimental

technique. In Section VI the details of the experimental procedure

are given. Section VII summarizes the experimental results, while

Section VIII discusses these results in the light of various con

siderations.

In the development of the material reported in this monograph,

theory formation and the evolution of experimental technique went

hand in hand; this seems to us an inevitable feature of work in

decision theory at the present time. While it is pointless, there

fore, to apologize for the rather formidable dose of theoretical
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medicine in what follows, it may be useful to the hurried reader to

know that he can skim through Sections IV and V without entirely

crippling his ability to understand the experimental material.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Theoretical discussion of the interval measurement of utility

based upon theories of decision making under conditions of risk has

been extremely voluminous and will not be reviewed here~ Those

interested vdll find extensive bibliographies in Edwards (7) and

Savage (13). Much of this discussion bears on empirical matters in

the sense that it contains arm-chair speculation concerning the

behavior of individuals in decision making situations.

To date the only published report of an eXIB riment directly

designed to derive an interval measurement of utility from actual

decisions is contained in an article by Mosteller and Nogee (10).

Since the theory and experiment reported in the present paper were

originally inspired by the desire to see whether we could improve

on Mosteller and Nogee1s results, we shall make frequent reference

to their experiment. Here we may summarize the essential design.

Following a suggestion made previously by Friedman and Savage (8),

Mosteller and Nogee decided to test the empirical validity of the

von Neumann and Morgenstern axiomatization of utility as applied

to aiternatives consisting of winning and losing small amounts of

money and probability combinations of such alternatives. A total
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of fourteen subjects completed the experiment, of whom nine were

Harvard undergraduates and five were from the Massachusetts National

Guard. The testing took place over a period of about four months.

Subjects were given one dollar at the beginning of each hour of play

and used the dollar to gamble. The subjects were presented with bets

which they could accept or refuse; the bets were presented to four

or five subjects at a time, but each subject made his own decisions.

When an offer was made him, a subject had two options: Option 1 was

to refuse the bet, in which case no money changed hands; Option 2 was

to accept the bet, in which case the subject either lost 5~ or won

some stipulated amount of money (x) depending upon whether or not

a specified chance event (E) occurred. When the subject was

indifferent between Option 1 and Option 2 (i.e., when he accepted

the bet half the time), then the following equation could be used

to calculate the relative utilities of the outcomes:

(11.1) ¢(oi) = peE) -f6(-5¢') + (1 - p(E)) o¢(x).

Here ¢ is the utility function (e.g., ¢(x) is the utility of x),

peE) the probability of E(i.e., a real number between 0 and 1),

oi the outcome if Option 1 is taken, -5¢' the outcome if E occurs,

and x the outcome if E does not occur. l Since Option 1 and the

1 It should be emphasized that noil! and l!-5i" are in this context

used as names, not of amounts of money, but of specific outcomes of

the play (neither winning nor losing money, losing 5i).
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losing amount (5i) were fixed throughout the experiment, the utilities

¢(oi) = 0 and ¢(-5i) = -1 were arbitrarily assigned. ~ selecting

events with appropriate probabilities, and varying x until the

subject was indifferent between the options, it was possible to find

the amounts of money corresponding to various points on the utility

scale. In all, nine points in the utility curve of each subject

were determined, running from the arbitrary points ¢(-5i) = -1 and

¢(oi) = 0 to the experimentally found x such that ¢(x) = 101.

Using information derived from the utility curves, predictions were

then made concerning the choices of each subject among somewhat more

complex options, and the predictions were tried against the facts.

There seem to us to be three important respects in which the

rormal side of Mosteller and Nogee's experimental design may be

criticized.

1. Their procedure did not provide a systematic check on

whether or not the numbers assigned as utility measures were unique

up to a linear transformation; it is therefore uncertain to what

extent the claim is justified that they IImeasuredU utility in the

sense of an interval scale. 2 The point under discussion is frequently

2 In formulating the present paragraphs, we have benefitted by

some comments on an earlier draft which Professor Mosteller was kind

enough to make in a private communication. This does not imply, of

course, that he would agree with our ana~sis.
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treated in a confused manner both in theoretical and experimental

work in fundamental measurement. Since it is essential to be clear

about it in order to grasp the rationale of the experiments described

in this paper, it seems worth some preliminary clarification.

Mosteller and Nogee write: lIFirst, there is the question of

whether utility can be measured under any circumstances, even in

a laboratory situation, and second, if utility can be measured,

can it be used to predict behavior in slightly different situations

from those in which it was derived." (10, p. 371; cf. p. 403.) In

this passage and elsewhere in their article Mosteller and Nogee

speak of "measuring utility" in a sense which must be distinguished

from the sense in which we use this phrase in the present monograph.

Mosteller and Nogee considered that they had measured the utility of

a given alternative to a subject when (a) they had empirically found

a pattern of responses which could be interpreted as showing that the

subject was indifferent between two options of the kind mentioned

above and (b) using Equation 11.1 they had assigned a number to the

alternative. Since there was no guarantee in advance that patterns

of responses of the sort demanded in (a) would be found, it must be

agreed that lImeasurement" in the sense under discussion is not trivial.

On the other hand it must be emphasized that the meaningful use

of Equation 11.1 to assign numbers (rather than some other way of

assigning numbers), and consequently drawing a graph on which slopes

may be meaningfully compared, is justified only if it is experimentally
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determined for the situations covered by the t~eory that the numbers

assigned are unique up to a linear transformation. The procedure

outlined in (a) and (b) gives no evidence one way or the other that

this is the case.

An example will illustrate the point. Suppose, on the basis

of the choices of an individual, the alternatives A, B, C and D

are assigned the utilities 0, 1, 2, 3 using equation (1). That

the ratios of the differences in utility between A, B, C and D

are reflected by the assignment of numbers is, so far, an assumption.

If the assignment is unique up to a linear transformation, however,

then it follows that the interval between A and B is the same as

the interval between C and D, that the intervals between B and

C, and C and D are the same, that the interval between A and

C is twice the interval between C and D, and so on. Each of these

consequences can be translated into a statement about the preferences

the individual will reveal through his choices, and can therefore

be tested. If these predictions are not verified, then it is hard

to say what significance to attach to the numbers originally assigned

the alternatives; at any rate they do not measure utilities in an

interval scale in the sense demanded by von Neumann and Morgenstern.

And until a representative sample of such predictions is verified,

there is no reason to say that it is possible to achieve interval
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measurement of utility by Mosteller and Nogee's method.3

Mosteller and Nogee did test some predictions based on their

original utility assignments. Unfortunately, however, they do not

specify precisely what these predictions were, so that it is impossible

to tell to what extent a claim of interval measurement would have

been supported if the predictions had been verified. It is also very

difficult to assess how well the facts bore out their predictions; as

they point out, the results seem somewhat inconclusive. 4 The major

criticism, however, is not that the results are inconclusive, but

that the experiment was not designed to yield a clear test of whether

interval measurement of utility is possible.

20 A second criticism of Mosteller and Nogeeis experimental

design is that almost every choice offered the subjects (including

most of the situations for which predictions were made5) was a choice

between accepting or rejecting a gamble o Thus one option always

3 This discussion oversimplifies a very complicated matter.

Exactly what predictions must be checked will vary with the

particular axiomatic analysis of utility adopted.

4 See Mosteller and Nogee (10, p. 395).

5 Some predictions were made for "paired-comparisons" in which

each option involved uncertainty. These predictions were slightly

better than predictions based on expected money-value. See Mosteller

and Nogee (10, p. 395).
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involved playing and taking a risk, while the other resulted in not

playing and in neither gaining nor losing money. If there is a

(negative or positive) utility of participation in the play, as

seems likely § priori, the ex:r;:eriment was designed in such a way

that this factor would produce the maximum distortion. In the

experiments reported in the present paper, the utility measure was

largely derived from choices between two gambles, thus for the most

part cancelling out distortion due to the utility of participation.

This approach also allows for the possibility of separately measuring

a specific utility of gambling if this concept is analyzed in a

certain way. (Detailed treatment of the notion of a specific

utility of gambling both from a theoretical and empirical point

of view is reserved for a subsequent paper.)

3c The third criticism of Mosteller and Nogeets experimantal

design is that they had to assume that the degree of expectation or

subjective probability of an event is equal to its objective prob

ability. This criticism may be understood in the following way.

At the time he made each decision, a subject could, if he had

wished, have chosen the option with the higher actuarial value,

for he was informed of the money values of the alternatives and the

objective probabilities of the events involved; in fact he also had

in front of him at all times a card which told him, in effect,

whether any given offer had an actuarial value above, below, or equal

to, the actuarial value of the fixed option of not playing, namely"O¢,.

If two assumptions could be made, then the theory of decision
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concerning money gambles would be very simple. The assumptions are

(a) psychological probability (degree of expectation) is equal to

objective probability and (b) utility is linear in money, i.eo, if

¢ is a utility function, then there are numbers ()( and ~ with

0( > 0 such that for any amount of money x in the range being

considered

¢(x) = 0{ x + (3 •

The theory would in this case plausibly predict that a person will

always choose the option with the higher actuarial value. None of

Mosteller and Nogee' s subjects did this. The von Neumann and

Morgenstern approach to decision theory drops assumption (b) and

derives a subjective utility scale from decisions on the basis of

assumption (a)o But as Mosteller and Nogee point out (10, Section

V), it is perhaps as plausible to drop assumption (a) and on the

basis of assumption (b) to use the same data to compute subjective

probabilities.

Failing reliable empirical evidence, there seems no more reason

to accept one assumption than the other. What enters an actual

decision is the believed or felt likelihood of an outcome rather

than the (perhaps unknown or imponderable) actual probability; and

it is the relative attractiveness of the alternatives to the subject

rather than their worth on some arbitrary, conventional scale which

weighs with the decision maker. The theory of decision must begin,

at least, without unwarrented presumptions concerning either-
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subjective probabilities or utilities.

The little experimental work done to date on the measurement of

psychological probability is uniformly based on the untested and un

likely assumption that utility is linear in money. Ward Edwards (5,6)

did not make this assumption, but he attempted no numerical measure

ment of probabilities, cf.(7, p. 396). Edwards does claim, however,

to have shown that, independent of utility considerations, people

"prefer lt some probabilities to others. It is not clear whether this

merely means that subjective probabilities are not equal to objective

probabilities, or something more; nor is it obvious to us that the

conclusion really can be drawn at all independent of utility con

siderations. Coombs and Milholland (2) have reported an experiment

which tests both utilities and subjective probability, but the

methods were not behavioristic in the sense of dealing exclusively

with actual decisions involving risk. The same remark applies to

the earlier work of Preston and Baratta (11) who, like Mosteller

and Nogee, depended in any case on the usual assumption concerning

utility. Thus the experimental/results in the present paper, while

extremely tentative in character, actually represent the first

attempt to measure subjective probability behavioristically on the

basis of empirically determined utilities.

It was remarked by von Neumann and Morgenstern (14,p. 19)

that probability could be axiomatized along with utility; this would

yield a theoretical model in which probability could be interpreted

as a subjective magnitude. Such a model has in fact been developed
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by Savage (13). The theory developed in the present monograph, which

also leads to the measurement of both utility and subjective proba

bility on behavioristic grounds, was suggested informally and in

outline by F. P. Ramsey (12). A proposal for using this method as

the basis for an experiment was first made in Davidson, McKinsey

and Suppes (3). A full discussion of the theory (in a form somewhat

different from that presented here) and a formal proof of its

adequacy for interval measurement of utility is given in Davidson

and Suppes (4).

III • FORMAL STATEMENT OF THE HYPOTHESES TESTED

In this section we state formally the hypotheses tested. Since

the aim of these experiments was primarily to develop a psychometric

technique for measuring utility, no attempt was made to sample any

population systematically: the hypotheses apply to any arbitrary

individual, but there is no implication that they apply to most, or

many, individuals. It m~ be considered that the hypotheses are

restated for each subject and therefore that the results obtained

for each subject constitute, in effect, the outcome of a separate

experiment.

The underlying thesis is that an individual makes choices among

alternatives involving risk as if he were trying to maximize expected

utility. In practice we test whether an individual's decisions over

a brief period of time, with respect to an extremely limited and
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special set of alternatives, and under carefully controlled conditions,

are consistent with the thesis. Obviously unless we can find an

empirical interpretation for the theory under such circumstances

there is little point in making, or testing, broader claims.

The basic set of alternatives among which subjects were asked

to choose consisted of the loss or gain of small amounts of money.

Two alternatives were arbitrarily determined, namely losing 4i

(alternative a) and winning 6i (alternative b). To alternatives

a and b the utilities -1 and +1 respectively were assigned.

Four more amounts of money were then determined experimentally such

that ¢(f) = -5, ¢(c)= -3, ¢(d) = 3 and ¢(g) = 5. In other words,

six amounts of money were found which could be considered as equally

spaced on the utility scale, provided interval measurement was

obtained.

We may now state the hypotheses. The first is empirically

trivial and is included only for formal completeness.

HyPothesis ROo x P y if and only if x:> Yo

The interpretation of this hypothesis is that the subject prefers

more money to less, ioe., if x is a greater amount of money than

y, he prefers x to y. A first condition for the measurement of

utility is that the basic alternatives should be ordered under the

relation of preference. In the case where the alternatives are

winning and losing amounts of money, it is natural to assume that

any gain will be preferred to any loss and that the larger gain~ or
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the smaller loss, will be preferred to the smaller gain or larger

loss. The transitivity of preference with respect to the basic

alternatives is thus assured. It also follows from HO that if x

and yare different amounts of money, one will be preferred to the

other. It was not considered necessary to test HO in a systematic

way; it may be remarked, however, that if this hypothesis had not

been true for some subject, it is extremely unlikely that the remain-

ing hypotheses would have been verified.

In order to explain the second hypothesis it is necessary to

introduce the essential device upon which the bulk of experiment

depended. This device is a one-person game in which the subject

chooses between two options, each of which is a probability combina-

tion of two outcomes. The general format for the game may be

represented as follows:

If event E happens,
you get

If event E does not
happen, you get

Option 1

outcome x

outcome y

Figure 1

Option 2

outcome u

outcome v

The subject chooses the column; whether event E happens or not

determines the row, and thus the outcome. Suppose, for example, that

event E is a coin coming up heads on a given toss; then not-E

(written: ""'E) is the coin coming up tails. We take outcomes x, y, u
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and v as winning 5~, losing lO¢, winning 16~ and losing 22i.

Then we have:

Option 1 Option 2

E (heads)

.-..J

E (tails)

16¢

-lOr!

Figure 2

This means: if the subject chooses Option 1, then he will win 5¢

or lose lO¢ depending upon whether the coin comes up heads or tails;

if the subject chooses Option 2, he wins 16¢ or loses 22¢ depending

upon whether the coin comes up heads or tails.

In the subsequent hypotheses it is necessary to deal with the

situation in which the subject is indifferent between two options

such as Option 1 and Option 2 in Figure 1. In order to have a

compact notation, we introduce the five-place relation M to repre-

sent this situation:

x,y M(E) u,v if and only if the subject is indifferent between

(a) the option of receiving amount x if E happens and y if E

does not happen and (b) the option of receiving u if E happens

and v if E does not happen.

If, as before, we suppose that ¢ is a utility function unique

up to a linear transformation, and s a subjective probability

function which assigns to an event a unique real number between
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o and 1, then we may conside~ that the following equation represents

the situation where x,y M(E) u,v:

(IIL1) seE) ¢(x) + seE) ¢(y) = seE) ¢(u) + seE) ¢(v) •

In particular, if the subject is indifferent between the options

shown in Figure 2, we would have:

s(heads) ¢(5¢) + s(tails) ¢(-lO¢) = s(heads) ¢(16i) + s(tails) ¢(-22¢).

Obviously we may use (111.1) to calculate utilities only if we

know the probabilities involved, or the probabilities only if we know

the utilities; the problem is to find one without knowing the other.

The next hypothesis accomplishes this for a special case.

H.ypothesis HI. *There exists .2-. chance event E ~ that for

every two amounts .£! money x and y

'*x,y M(E ) y,x.

The interpretation of this hypothesis is that the subjective probability

of E* is equal to the subjective probability of 1* (i.e., s(E*)

= s (E*) ), and this sub jective probability is independent of any

particular outcomes (Le., afu.ounts of money). Mathematically the

reasoning is simple: if the assumptions are valid which justified

(III .1), we may represent the case where m. holds as follows:

(111.2) ~- ~ * "'*sCE ) ¢(x) + seE ) ¢(y) = seE ) ¢(y)+ seE ) ¢(x) 0

* N*But from (111.2), we see that if ¢(x) r¢(y), seE ) = s(E). The
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intuitive interpretation of HI may be made reasonable by an example.

Suppose the subject is indifferent between the options shown in Figure

3:

Option 1 Option 2

heads -7rJ l3rJ

tails l3¢' -7¢'

Figure 3

It is plausible to infer that s(heads) =s(tails), since, if the

subject deemed heads more probable than tails, he would presumably

prefer Option 2 which would give him a better chance (in his opinion)

to obtain the preferred outcome (receiving l3rJ). On the other hand,

if he thought it more likely that tails would come up than heads,

Option 1 would, by similar reasoning, be preferred.

When the game is played using the event E* for which it is

known that s(E*) = s(i*), equation (111.1) can be simplified a~d

transformed into:

(III.3 ) ¢(x) - ¢(u) = ¢(v) - ¢(y) .

Thus when the subject is indifferent between the options:

""'if
E

Option 1

x

y

Figure 4

Option 2

u

v
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we may reasonably interpret this result as meaning that the difference

in utility between x and u is equal to the difference in utility

between v and y. The next hypothesis takes advantage of the

special form of the game shown in Figure 4 to find six amounts of

money equally spaced in utility; it also (as we shall later show)

verifies that interval measurement has been obtained, thus justifying

the use of (111.3) in calculating utilities. (In the statement of

H2 and henceforth we write simply tlM" for

Hypothesis H2. Let a and b be two amounts .££ money~

that a '" b. Then there ~ unique amounts of money c, d, f and

i) b,c M a,a viii) g,f Mb,a

ii) b,a M d,c ix) g,f Md,c

iii) d,f M b,c x) g,c Md,a

iv) b,f M a,c xi) g,a Md,b

v) d,f M a,a xii) g,c Mb,b

vi) a,d Mb,b xiii) g,b Md,d

vii) a,f M c,c

The interpretation of this hypothesis is that the outcomes a, b, c,

d, f and g are equally-spaced (in utility) in the following order:

f c a b d g

The last two hypotheses deal with the measurement of subjective
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probability by using a utility function ¢ determined by H2 and

with values interpolated for all outcomes between f and g for

which the utility was not directly found. These hypotheses are

stated for the set K of outcomes x such that f.::: x .:s g and

a set S of chance events none of which are certain.

Hypothesis H3. For all outcomes x, y, and z in K and everz

chance event E in S, if there is ~ outcome

x,y M(E) z,w ,

then w is unigue.

w in K such that

The significance of H3 is that when we have found the unique outcome

w we may then use (3.1) to compute the subjective probability of Eo

It is necessary, in addition, to assume that for every event E in

"""S, seE) + seE) = 1.

Hypothesis H4. Let ¢ be!: utility function determined by H2.

For all outcomes
f f I I

x, y, z, w, x , y , z , and w in K and every

chance event E in S if x,y M(E) z,w, ¢(y) f ¢(w) and

I I
=¢(x ) = ¢(z )

r I
¢(y ) - ¢(w )

1 I I I
then x,y M(E) z ,w

Hypothesis H4 asserts that the measurement of subjective proba-

bility is independent of the particular outcomes used. It is clear

that for a given subject H3 may be true and H4 false, and that in
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such a situation we have not actually obtained a subjective proba-

bility function. Further hypotheses concerning subjective probability

are easily generated, but these two are the ones explicitly tested

by us.

IV. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR PERFECT MEASUREMENT

OF UTILITY AND SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY

In the present section we wish to show that if the hypotheses

stated in the previous section are verified, interval measurement of

utility and unique measurement of subjective probability have been

achieved. The demonstration consists of two steps:,'; (a) if the

hypotheses are true, a certain set of axioms hold (actually we give

two close~ related sets of axioms, one for utility and one for

subjective probability) and (b) from the axioms it can be shown

that there exists a utility function unique up to a linear trans-

formation and an absolutely unique subjective probability function.

The proofs for step (b) are too lengthy to be carried out here; the

theorems are stated without formal substantiation.

First we give the axioms which state, in effect, precisely what

properties the relation M(E*) must have to guarantee the existence

of a utility function in the sense of an interval scale. In this

axiomatization, we need consider on~ the single chance event *E

with subjective probability equal to the subjective probability of

E*; we therefore omit reference to chance events and write "M" for
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f1M(E*)n.

The axiomatization is based on three primitive notions: (a) a

set K, to be interpreted here as a set of small positive and negative

amounts of money; (b) a binar,y relation P of preference defined

over K; thus x P y if and only if x is preferred to y; (c) a

quaternary relation M. whose field is K such that in the intended

interpretation the relationship x,y Mu,v has the interpretation

given in Section III.

Before stating our axioms we remark that for simplicity we do

not permit distinct objects to be equivalent in preference, which is

reasonable for experimental situations where amounts of money are

the things ranked in preference. Essentially trivial changes in our

axiomatization will eliminate this restriction.

We need one defined notion for Axiom 6.

Definition IV.1. x J y if and only if: x P y and for every:

z in K if x P z then y = z .Q!. y P z ..

The intuitive interpretation of the relation J is that x J y

if and only if y is the unique immediate successor of x with

respect to the relation P.

Definition IV.2. ! system < K,P, M > is ~ EQUALLY SPACED

UTILITY STRUCTURE if and only if for every x, y, u, v, w, and z

in K:

Axiom 1. The ordered couple < K, P > is a finite series;
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Axiom 2. x,y My,x:

Axiom 3. If x,y Mu,v then u,v Mx,y;

Axiom 4. If x,y M u,v and u,v M z,w ~ x,y M z,w;

Axiom 5. If x,y M u,v and xPu then v P y;

Axiom 6. If xJy and u J v then x,v Mu,y.

It may be useful to remark briefly on the intuitive content of

the axioms. Axiom 1 says that if we let K be a finite set of positive

and negative amounts of money, then these amounts are to be ranked in

order of preference, which is to say that the relation P of prefer-

ence completely orders K, or in other terms, P is aSYmmetric,

transitive, and connected in K. In the present experiments, Axiom

1 amounts to the assumption that more money is preferred to less.

Axiom 2 says that the following two options are equivalent, whatever

x and y may be:

Option 1 Option 2

E* x

1
y

"""*E Y x

Figure 5

Axiom 3 asserts the sYmmetry of equivalent options, and Axiom 4

asserts the transitivity of equivalent options. For example, if a subject

decides Option 1 is equivalent to Option 2, where: .
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Option 1 Option 2

H 5~ 8~

T -5~ -9~

Figure 6

and he also decides that Option 2 is equivalent to Option 3, where:

Option 2 Option 3

H 8~ 7~

T -9¢ -8~

Figure 7

then to satisfy this axiom he must decide that he is indifferent

between Option 1 and Option 3. Axiom 5, which appears slightly

devious at first glance, has a straightforward interpretation. If

Option 1 (x,y) is indifferent to Option 2 (u,v), and x is a larger

amount of money than u, then v must be a larger amount of money

than y, otherwise the subject would prefer Option 10 The sixth

axiom does not directly express what can be regarded as. an obvious

requirement of "rationality" for subjectso Rather it must be

regarded as imposing a restriction on the structure of the set K.

It says that we are going to choose the amounts of money in K so

that if y immediately succeeds x in preference (Le., x J y), and

v immediately succeeds u, then the subject will judge Option 1 (x,v)
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equivalent to Option 2 (u,y). Another way of saying this is that

the subject will judge the utility difference between x and y to

be equivalent to the utility difference between u and v.

In spite of the apparent weakness and simplicity of the axioms

stated in Definition IV.2, we are able to prove the following theorem,

which asserts that satisfaction of AI-A6 yields an interval scale

of measurement.

1
Theorem IV.3. If <; K, P, M > is.§!! equally-spaced utilit;y:

structure, then: (a) there exists ~ real-valued function ¢, defined

~ K, such that for ever;y x, y, u and v in K

i) x P y if and 2!!1Y: if ¢(x) > ¢(y),

ii) x,y Mu,v if and only if ¢(x) + ¢(y) = ¢(u) + ¢(v);

(b) if ¢l ~ ¢2 ~ any two functions satisfying (a), then

there exist real numbers c.< and f3 ~ 0( > 0 such that for every

x in K

The intuitive content of (a) is that it is always possible to

assign numbers to the elements of an equally-spaced utility structure

in such a way as to preserve the structure the relations P and M

1 The proof of a similar theorem for a closely related set of

axioms is to be found in Davidson and Suppes (4).
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impose on Ko The content of (b) is that this assignment of numbers

has the uniqueness property of an interval scale; i.e., once a zero

point and unit have been chosen, the assignment is unique.

It is now relatively easy to show that if we take K as the

basic alternatives a, b, c, d, f, and g, then if HO, ill and

H2 are true, the axioms of Definition IV.2 hold (a few further,

empirically trivial, assumptions are necessary). Axiom 1 is obviously

satisfied by HO, and Axiom 2 is satisfied by Hl. In H2 we did

not include the relationships which should follow by Axiom :3 from

the thirteen given. Thus by Axiom :3 from (i) of H2 we obtain:

a,a Mb,c, and similarly for the remaining twelve. Experimentally

subjects were insensitive as to which offer of the two was given

them first or as to which was written on the left on a sheet of

paper. Thus we assume satisfaction of Axiom :3 without explicitly

providing for it in H2. Also, our experimental design did not

permit an empirical test of the trivial but formally necessary

assumption that

(IVol) x,y Mx,y

For consideration of the remaining axioms it is useful to

restrict Ko The K determined by H2 has six elements, but to

simplify the computational aspects of our discussion it is desirable

to restrict K to five points and consider only the relations (i)

(vii) in H2. This simplification does not entail any loss of
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conceptual generality.

Thus, let

K = fa, b, c, d, f ~

where a, b, c, d and f are amounts of money satisfying relation

ships (i)-(vii) of H2. When K has only five elements, there is

just one significant check of Axiom 4 which arises, and it is

satisfied; from d,f M b,c and b,c M a,a we should obtain:

d,f M a,a, which three relationships are (iv), (i) and (v) respec

tively of H2. Other checks, such as from a,a Mb,c and b,c Ma,a,

to infer a,a Ma,a, may be regarded as trivial in the light of (IV"l)

and the preceding remarks about ~mmetr.7.

We easily see that Axiom 5 is satisfied by H2. If we exclude

such trivial combinations as a J b with a J b, then the non

trivial instances of Axiom 6 are the following six cases:

(a) a J b and c J a,

(b) a J b and f J c,

(c) a J b and b J d,

(d) c J a and f J c,

(e) c J a and b J d,

(f) f J c and b J d,

which demand the following six relationships:

a,a Mc,b;

c,c M f,a;

a,c Mf,b;

c,d M b,a;

a,d M b,b;

f,d Mb,c.
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Assuming symmetry is not sufficient to infer these six relationships

from H2, but experimentally we did not distingusih, for instance,

between x,y M u,v and y,x M u,v, i.e., the order of x and y

is irrelevant. Thus, we have as an assumption of our experimental

design:

(IV.2)

( if x,y M u,v

l if x,y M u,v

then y,x M u,v,

then x,y Mv,u

Using (IV.l), (IV.2) and considerations of symmetry, we may then

obtain from H2 the six required relationships. The relationship

between HO-H2 and Definition IV.2 may be more precisely described

as follows: any model satisfying HO-H2, the assumptions of

experimental design [(IV.l) and (IV.2)], and the well-attested

empirical condition of symmetry, is also a model satisfying

Definition IVo2.

Having accomplished the measurement of utility by means of a

single chance event, we may use the resulting utility function to

measure the sub~ective probability of other chance events. It is

to be emphasized that both the theoretical and experimental results

in this paper on probability are more tentative than those on utility.

In the present set-up we pick a chance event and then determine its

subjective probability. As might be expected, this procedure requires

interpolation of the utility function between the finite number of

points for which it is originally determined. This suggests that

we take for utility measurements an interval of real numbers, i.e.,
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roughly speaking, all numbers between two given numbers. We shall

in fact assume the interval to be finite, i.e., the interval is

defined as the set of all numbers between two given numbers. This

kind of assumption concerning utility measures corresponds to

assuming in physics that the measurement of elapsed times may be

represented by an interval of real numbers. In making this assumption

about utility we are, of course, departing in a serious way from the

empirical orientation of the theory and methods of the previous sections.

Such convenient, non-empirical idealizations are standard in mathe

matical model construction in all the sciences, but this is not to

say they are not without their attendant dangers. A full scale

discussion of the problems involved is not appropriate here.

Thus, the notion of a finite interval T of real numbers is

the first primitive notion of the axiomatization of subjective proba

bility around which the last part of this section is centered. The

next two notions are standard in the modern measure-theoretic treat

ments of probability: We have a set X as the basic probability

IIspace ll , and a family :f of subsets of X is the collection of

chance events with which we are concerned.

Since the axiomatization of subjective probability in which we

are interested is concerned with the problem of constructing a

. ,SUbjective probability function from axioms imposed on primitive

notions with a more directly behavioristic interpretation, it will
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be useful for our subsequent discussion explicitly to state the ver,y

simple standard axioms of probability. We begin with the definition

of a field of sets.

Definition IV.4. Let X be §:. se.t and let ~ be §:. family .2!

subsets X. Then <; X, j:.:> is ~ FIELD if and only if for every E

and Fins

......,
Axiom L E is in '3- ;

Axiom 2. E UF is ~ "5

In Axiom 1, E is the complement of E (with respect to X), Le., the

set of all things in X but not in E; and E UF is the union of

E and F, i.e., the set of all things which are in either E or F.

As a simple example of a field, let X be the set of four possible

outcomes of two flips of a coin:

X = ~<; H H :>, <; H T :>, <; T H :>, <; T T :> ?
let E be the event of at least one head, that is,

E = ~ <; H H >, <; H T >, <; T H :> ~

Then

"'"(i.e., E is the event of two tails coming up); and

s = ~.A, X, E, E ~ ,

where A is the empty set. Obviously <; X, ~:> is a field.

To get from a field to a probability space we must have a real
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valued function P, which assigns a probability to every event in

the field, i.e., to every subset of X which is a member of ~.

Definition IV.5. A system <; X, j: , P > is a PROBABILITY

SPACE 2 if and only if fer every E and F in '3-

.Axiom 1. <; X, ~ > is.2: field,;

.Axiom 2. P(E) ~ 0,;

.Axiom 3. ·P(X):: 1;

.Axiom 4. If E nF :: A then P(E UF) :: P(E) .. P(F).

In .Axiom 4, En F is the intersection of E and F, Le." the set of

all things in both E and F.

In the many controversial discussions of probability, there is

at present little disagreement about the status of Definition IV.5.

The main question of controversy is: what interpretation shall be

placed on the primitive notions of Definition IV.5. It is not to the

point here to review the chief arguments of the various schools of

thought on the foundations of probability. The adoption of a sub~

jective viewpoint for the purpose of analyzing the actual behavior

of subjects seems consonant with any interpretation of probability

2 Systems satisfying Definition IV.5 might more appropriately

be called finitely additive probability spaces, since the usual

measure-theoretic axiom of countable additivity is not assumed.
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for applications in statistics and physics.

The point that needs serious discussion here is our deviations

from Definition IVo5. We have used a weak notion of subjective

probability that does not entail Axiom 4, the additivity axiom of

Definition IV.5. The reasons for adopting this weak notion can be

stated more clearly after the explicit consideration of our axioms.

Our axioms for a weak subjective probability structure are based

on three further primitive notions in addition to the notion T. X

is the set of all possible outcomes and "J is a family of subsets

of X, i.e., a family of chance events with respect to X. M is

the relation such that for x, y, u, and v in T and E in '5 ,

x,y M(E) u,v if and only if the subject is indifferent between

Option (x,y) and Option (u,v), where x and u are the payoff

if E occurs, and y and v the payoff if E occurs. It is

important to notice that the relation M here is slightly different

from that used previously, for here x, y, u and v are not objects

(such as amounts of money), but the numerical utility of objects.

The fact that the axioms do not require '" X, o.:f > to be a field

is commented on below.

Definition IV.6. !. system '" T, X, ~, M > is §; WEAK SUBJECTIVE

PROBABILITY STRUCTURE if and only if for every x, y, u, v, w, z,
, t I ,

X , Y , u and v in T and every E and F in S

Axiom 1. T is §; finite interval of real numbers;

Axiom 2. If E is in
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Axiom J. x is in 6---
Axiom 4. If x,y M(E) u,v then u,v M(E) x,y;

.v
Axiom 5. If x,y M(E) u,v then y,x M(E) v,u;

Axiom 6. If x,y M(E) u,v then either x~u or y :f V;

Axiom 7. If x,y M(X) u,v then x = u;

Axiom 8. If x,y M(E) u,v and u,v M(E) z,w and either x :f z

or y~w then x,y M(E) z,w;

Axiom 9. If x,y M(E) u,v and if y :f V and x<.u then v <. y;--
Axiom 10. If x,y M(E) x~u XI_U I

then xl,yl M(E) u I,V U;u,v and - =- v-y Vi_yi

Axiom 11. If x,y M(E) u,v and x' ,y' M(F) UI,V i and E ~F,

then v-y <. v'_yt .
-- x-u - x'-u' ,

Axiom 12. There are numbers x, y, u and v in

x,y M(E) u,v.

T such that----

In Axiom 11, II S II means lIis a subset of II. Thus E c. F if and only

if every element of E is also an element of F. In case E S; F

and F c:: E, then E == Fo The axioms are fairly self-explanatory,

particularly in view of the discussions of similar axioms in Definition

IV.2. It may be remarked that Axiom 6 serves the purpose of guar-

anteeing that subjective probabilities will be urrl.quely defined. The

definition of the subjective probability function s is straight=

forward:

(IV.J) seE) == if and~ if x,y M(E) u,v.

On the basis of (IV.J) and the axioms of Definition IV.6, we may
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easily prove the following theorem.

Theorem IV. 7. If <: T, X, S, M > is ~ weak subjective proba-

bility structure, then there is ~ unique function s defined on 3-

~ that for every E and F in :;:

i) s(E);: 0,

ii) seX) = 1,

iii) seE) + seE') = 1,

iv) if E ~F then s(E).::: s(F),
"'-'

v) x,y M(E) u,v if and only if x seE) + y seE) = u seE)

"'"
+ v seE).

This theorem shows in an exact way how a weak probability structure

differs from a probability space. Essentially (iii) and (iv) replace

Axiom 4 of Definition IV.5, i.e., the ver.y special additive property

of (iii) and the monotonic property of (iv) replace the standard

additive property. Without an addition law there is no need for

<: X, ~ > to be a field, and in Definition IV.6 we have accordingly

weakened the requirements to closure under complementation (Axiom 2)

and Axiom 3.

There are two main reasons for not strengthening the axioms of

Definition IV.6 to ensure that weak probability structures have the

standard additive property. First, there is some experimental

evidence that this property is considerably less likely to hold for

the actual behavior of subjects than any of the properties listed in
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Definition IV.6o If this is so, since it is desirable to have an

axiomatization satisfied by most subjects, we may study the additivity

properties of individual weak subjective probability structures and

test various hypotheses about such properties. The stating and test

ing of such hypotheses is more easily accomplished if we are able to

assume a weak subjective probability structure. Second, in the

obvious finitistic modification of Definition IV.6 it is impossible

consistently to add further axioms which will yield an unrestricted

additivity property. This matter is discussed in more detail in

Davidson and Suppes (4).

It should be remarked that the axioms of Definition IV.6 are

similar to those in Ramsey (12, pp. 180-182), but, as Ramsey notes,

his axioms are not worked out in detail.

The relation between the axioms of Definition IV.6 and Hypotheses

H3 and H4 of Section III is not as complete as that between the

axioms of Definition IV.2 and Hypotheses HO-H2. It is clear that

any model satisfying Definition IV.6 satisfies H3 and H4, but the

converse is not true. A more extensive discussion does not seem

necessary in view of the previous detailed comments on the relation

between Definition IV.2 and HO-H2o
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V. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR APPROXIMATE MEASUREMENT 1

A. UTILITY

In the statement of the hypotheses and axioms in the previous

two sections,we have deliberately overlooked a certain difficulty

whi ch must now be faced. In the discussion, we have treated pre~

ferences as if they could be identified with decisions. Actually

the situation is this: the theor,y (and hypotheses) deal with

preferences, and preferences are considered as decision-maF~ng

dispositions for which the only observable evidence is actual

choices or decisions. Underlying the use of decisions as evidence

for preferences there is, therefore, an assumption to the effect

that whenever (over some interval of time) an individual is faced

with the same options, he will make (or tend to make) the same

decision. The theory is in this way greatly simplified, although

at the cost of removing it a step from the empirical circ~stances

of its application. The conditions imposed by the theory on the

decision~aker are imposed on the pattern of his preferences;

whether these conditions are empirically satisfied is testable by

observing his decisions. The assumpt.ion that an individual will

I Professor Herman Rubin made important suggestions concerning

the general method of approximation outlined in this chapter.
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make the same decision when faced with the same choice is not part

of the formal theor,y at all, for the theor,y deals with preferences

and not decisions; it is rather a condition which must be met if

the theor,y is to be subject to verification. Unless a manns pre

ferences remain stable over the time it takes to test the hypothesis

that his preferences have a certain structure, it is difficult to

know how to test the hypothesis. It can be seen that an important

feature in the experimental determination of preference patterns is

the tlme consumed by the experiment. And fortunately the question

of whether particular preferences alter over time is open to test.

(Some evidence on this matter will be presented in Section VII.)

In the present experiment the central difficulty is how to

determine empirica~when the M relation holds. The subject

must always select one option or the other; there is therefore no

direct interpretation for indifference. One might expect a certain

distribution of responses centered around a mean. Thus we might

find, for a.given subject, that in the game shown in Figure 8, he

would choose Option 1 25% of the time when x = 5¢, 50% of the

time when x = 61-, and 100% of the time when x = 7¢.

Option 1 Option 2

* 7tE x

1* -lOt -ust

Figure 8
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If this happened, we could, with Mosteller and Nogee, say that the

subject is indifferent between two options if and only if he chooses

each 50% of the time. However, the fact is that our subjects

responded with nearly 100% probability with respect to all offers

presented them, i.e., once they chose a given option over another,

they consistent~ held to this choice, and did not change their

minds when the same two options were subsequently presented together.

The primary reason for this kind of response is no doubt the relative

simplicity of the offers. Mosteller and Nogee, using the much more

complicated game of poker dice to generate chance events, did get a

distribution of responses. A second reason for the constancy of

response we obtained is probably the relatively high ratio of one

cent to the amounts of money used to make up the offers. Finally,

we remark that we gathered the data relevant to determining a sub-·

jectts utility curve over a period of about two hours, rather than

a period of months as in the case of the Mosteller and Nogee exper

iments. (For further discussion of this point see Section VIII.)

Since responses to the same pairs of options were consistent

over the time consumed by the experiment, we accepted the following

relation between choices and preferences: if, when faced with any

two options A and B, a subject chooses A, then either he prefers

A to B or he is indifferent between A and B. We therefore

now int.roduce a weak inequality relation N analogous to the

equivalence (indifference) relation M:
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x,y N(E) u,v if~ only if~ subject chooses the option ~-

sisting of receiving u if E happens and v if E ~ not happen

.~ the option consisting .2! receiving x if E happens ~ y

if E does not happen.

The equation which intuitively represents the situation where x,y N(E) u,v

holds is:

(V.l)
'V /'-"

s(E) ¢(x) + s(E) ¢(y) < seE) ¢Cu) + sCE) ¢(v).
! . -

What happens experimentally in the game shown in Figure $ is that the

subject chooses Option 1 when x is a certain amount of money (say..

6¢') or more; he chooses Option 2 when x is less than 6¢'. From

this behavior (where 5¢, -lO¢' N(E-r,") 7¢', -ll¢' and 7¢', -1lP{ N(E*)

that

Xl.

Xl ,
we infer there is a value Xl between 5¢ and 6¢' such

*-lO¢' M(E ) 7¢', -ll¢', but we do not know the exact value of

In order to relate our experimental data with the hypotheses of

Section III, what is obviously needed is a method of approximation

which will in effect replace each M relationship with two N

relationships. The theor,y of approximation developed here is

certainly not the best available. It represents the analysis of

the procedure actually used in the experiments. Since then,

approximations have been developed which are clearly better; sub-

sequent experiments using these new methods are now under way. The

problem of developing the axiomatic theor,y of various systems of
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ment procedures of the last two sections is intriguing and difficult.

Theoretical work on this proble~ is now in progress.

The method of approximation for HI is simple: we find a event

E* such that, for a number of discrete amounts of money x and y,

* *we have: x,y N(E ) y,x+l~ and x - l~,y N(E ) y,x. When this holds,

*we conclude: x,y M(E ) y,x.

Our procedure for finding a subject's utility function is to

assume that there exists a utility function with respect to which he

maximizes and then to investigate the relationships which follow from

this hypothesis. Since in measuring utility we use only one fixed

ic- '* N*chance event E (with seE ) = seE )), we shall in the remainder of

this section drop the explicit reference to E*.

The approximation analogue of H2 is the following. First,

find an amount c1. such that

N a,a

and

,

(v.) ) a,a N b,c£ +1 ,

where the amount c1. "'1 is cf. plus one cent. If, as before, we

set ¢(a) = -1, and ¢(b) = 1, we obtain that

(V.4)

and

(V.5)

1 ... d(c ) < -2'II ). _

-2 S 1 + ¢(c 1 +1) ,
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i.e., there are non-negative numbers c 1 and E 2 such that

(V.6)

and

¢(C;' +1) - € 2 :: -3

Thus relationships (V.2) and (V.3) correspond to (i) of H2o For

notational simplicity we replace 'lcll +l" by "ch" •. Using now the

high and low bounds of c obtained, i.e., the c such that ¢(c)

= -3 must lie between cfl and ch ' we go on to find high and low

bounds of d. Using first c.t we find an amount dh such that

and

(V.8) dh-l, CQ. N b,a •

Similarly using ch we find an amount d,t such that

and

(V.lO) b,a N d~ +l,ch •

Using (V.4) and (V.5) we obtain from the above that

i.e., there are non-negative numbers bl and S2 such that

(V.12)

¢(d,l) + 51 ::3

¢(dh ) - S2 :: 3 ,



and it also easily follows that

(V.13)

Relationships (V.7)-(V.10) correspond to (ii) of H2. As might be

. expected, once we turn from perfect to approximate measurement the

number of relationships increases: the exact value of a perfect

measurement is replaced by an upper and lower bound on this exact

value. Relationship (V.B) asserts that our upper bound d
h

on d

is the smallest such bOUQd which will satisfy (V.7), and relation

ship (V.10) makes a similar assertion for the lower bound d;, • The

significance of (V.13) is, of course, that our error in measurement

accumulates as we determine successive points. In particular, our

bounds for the d such that ¢(d) ~ 3 are less accurate than our

bounds for c.

b ,ch N d;. ,fh

d.Q ,fh-1 N b, ch •

We next find an f,.e, and an f h such that

dh,fQ. N b,cQ

b,c.Q N dh,f..e. +1

(V.14)

The relationships of (V.14) are the approximation analogue of (iii)

of H2. From (V.14) and the previous relationships we infer that
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there are non-negative numbers 0'1 and Y2 such that

and

(V.16)

With an approximate determination of d and f completed, we

are now in a position to make a check on the bounds c.t' and ch of
I I

c, obtained from (V.2) and (V.3). We find values c
i

a;nd ch such

that

I

a,cJ.. N b,f,e.

(V.17)

We easily infer from (V.17) and previous relationships there are

non-negative numbers e~ and
I

E 2 suchthat

(V.18)

and



.An obvious consequence of (V.19) is that

(V.20)

When such a relationship as (V.20) holds, we say that the values
1 1

(cl' ch) nest the values (c~, ch), i.e., the first interval

contains the second. If the values we find from (V.17) satisfy (V.20),

then we proceed to the next step. If (V.20) is not satisfied, we go

back and vary the values of c). and ch initially obtained to obtain

new values d.l ' dh, f...e. ' f h, and we then check these new values in

(V.17). The details of this procedure are explained in the next

section. We note that (V.17) corresponds to (iv) of H2.

When (V.20) has been satisfied, we proceed to find a gJ- and

a gh such

(V.21)
b,a N g,P.. +l,fh

«V.2l) corresponds, of course, to (viii) of H2.) From (V.2l) and

the previous relationships we infer as before that there are non-

negative numbers '11 and rc 2 such that
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(V.22) ~
¢(gJ. ) oj, rz 1 "" 5

¢(gh) - '1 2 "" 5 ,

and

to'2 ~ 'h
(V.23)

01:::: '12 •

Having found approximate values for c, d, f, and g, we now

make the three checks corresponding to relationships (ix), (x) and

(xi) of H2,. In making these checks we expect the same results as in

(V.19) and (V.20), that is, we expect to find new approximate values

for one of the points a, b, c, d, f, or g, with the property that

these new values nest the old. Why this is to be expected is the

last theoretical point of this section concerning the measurement

of utility.

Corresponding to (ix) of H2 we find values

such that

II 1I

and c·11

And as in the case of (V.20) we easily infer from (V.24) and previous



relationships that

(V.25)

Corresponding to (x) of H2 we find values a1. and ~ such

that

(V.26)

dh,ai N g.R- ,c1

g1. ,ci N dh,a,i +1

gh,ch N d;:. ,~

d.1 ,~-l N gh,ch '

and infer that

(V•.27)

Finally, corresponding to (xi) of H2 we find values b...e and

bh such that

(V.2S)

and infer that

dh,b...e. N g.l ,a

gJ.,a N dh,b,i+l

gh,a N ~ ,bh

d"e ,bh-l N gh,a ,

(V.29) •

With respect to our first criticism of the<Mosteller and Nogee

experiments (stated in Section II), we emphasize the absolute
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importance of checking (V.20), (V.25), (V.27), and (V.29) empirically.

If the actual values found do not satisfy these inequalities, we can -

not maintain that we have an approximate measurement of interval scale

type. Obviously not all the checks which correspond to relationships

to H2 were made; relationships (v), (vi), (vii), (xii) and (xiii)

were omitted. In subsequent work we intend to utilize checks corres-

ponding to these relationships, particularly in studies of the specific

utility of gambling, since all of these omitted relationships involve

a sure-thing bet.

B. SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY

We may now develop briefly the theory of approximation used for
t

measuring the subjective probability of a single chance event E

with objective probability of i. In order to justify the method of

calculating subjective probabilities employed, it is necessary to
-v

assume that for any chance event E, seE) + seE) = 1. We consider

the points a, b, c, d, f and g, spaced as indicated in Section III

and their bounds cJ. ' ch ' etc., with the approximate results on

measurement of utility. (Thus ¢(c,e).:5 -3 and ¢(ch) ~ -3, etc.)

If perfect measurement were possible and a subject's subjective

probability for E t were t, then a number of relationships would hold,

in particular the following three:

(V.30)

(V.3l)

I
d,a M(E ) c,b

t
g,c M(E ) a,a



(V.32)
1

f,d M(E ) b,b ,

to which correspond the inequalities given below used for measuring
I

E 0

I
Corresponding to (V.30) we find an amount a such that

(v.33)

which under the assumption stated in Section IV corresponds to:

(V~4)

(V.36)

Since

¢(dh ) .:: 3

¢(ci) ~ -3

¢(b J.. ) ~ 1 ,

we easily obtain from (V.34):

It

We also find an amount a such that

U" "I
ch,bh N(E ) dJ:,a and ~,a -1 N(E) ch,bh '

and by the same kind of inference which led from (V.34) to (V.35),

we obtain from (V.36):

It

l-¢(aIt) ;S

7-¢(a )

I
seE ) •
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Combining (V.35) and (V.37), we have:

(V.38)
tt

l-¢(a )
II

7-¢(a )
,

which inequalities yield bounds
tt

¢(a )" We determine bounds on

( i) ¢.. (a')on s E in terms of and

¢(a') ¢( tt)and a by linear inter-

polation between a and b or between a and the bounds on co (If
I 11

the values a and a fall outside this range, we proceed in a

similar way interpolating between b and the bounds on d, etc.) To
I It

illustrate which bounds to use, suppose a and a are both between

a and ch" Since for x <; 7, ~=~ is a strictly decreasing function,

it is clear without detailed discussion that the appropriate lower
I i

bound on ¢(a) is the value L(a) such that

(v .39)
I

L(a
r

) ~ -1 -2(~)a-ch

(V.40)

tl tl

Similarly, the appropriate upper bound on ¢(a) is the value U(a)

such that

I

U(a") ~ -1 -2(~)
a-cJ.

From (V.38), (V.39), (V.40), and the fact that the function I-x is7-x
strictly decreasing for x <; 7, we obtain

(V.4l)

Corresponding to (V.31) we find values al and a2 such that
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(V.42)

•

By arguments exactly similar to those leading to (V.38), we obtain

from (V.42):

(V.43)

I "Finally, corresponding to (V.32) we find values b and b

such that

I I I

b , b N(E) f1 '~

AS before, then we have from (V.44)

" t
3..¢(b) _< s (E t) _< 3-¢(b )

8 8 •

t
The linear interpolation procedures for ¢(a1 ), ¢(a2), ¢(b) and

" I II-
¢(b ) are the same as for ¢(a) and ¢(a-), and therefore need
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not be explicitly discussed.

Relationships (V.30)-(V.32r .all lead to seE') =i. B.Y testing

their analogues, we obtain from (V.4l) and the inequalities in terms

of bounds corresponding to (V.43) and (V.45) three sets of bounds
1

on s(E), thus testing Hypothesis H) for the single chance event
, I

E. Hypothesis H4 is considered verified (for E ) if the three

intervals given by the three sets of bounds have a non-empty irtter-

section. Our empirical findings are reported in Section VII.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 1

The subjects were nineteen male students hired through the Stan

ford University Student Employment Service. 2 Subjects were hired and

tested indiVidually, and none of them, so far as we know, was aquainted

with any of the others. The subjects hired were drawn from those who

answered an Employment' Service request for people willing to work at

comparatively unattractive labor (e.g., yard cleaning) or mund.ane

office work (e.g., stapling or filing) for ~loOO an hour. Those

hired were told they were to do stapling. There was no way in

which a subject could volunteer or choose to be a subject for the

1 Mr. John M. Atthowe made some contribution to the experimental

design.

2 We wish to thank Mrs. Helen E. Wasel, Assistant Director of

the Stanford Placement Service, for her kind and intelligent help.
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experiment. The first session with each subject lasted about two

hours; at the end of the first session, we took his address and

telephone number and told the subject he might be recalled if he

were willing. Most subjects were recalled for a second or third

session, the sessions being spaced from a few days to a month apart

for anyone subject.

When a person hired through the Employment Service showed up to

us for work, he was informed that a subject for an experiment had

cancelled his appointment, and that he could, if he wished, serve

as the experimental subject instead of doing the work he was hired

to do. But he was told that he would have to gamble with his wages,

and might lose them all. He was told that if he did lose all of his

wages before the time was up (the time being two hours, for which

$2.00 was paid), he would then have to work at the labor for which

he was originally hired (for no pay) for the duration of the

unexpired time. However, he was told that, on the basis of past

experience, his chances of coming out at least even were extremely

good. If the person was interested, the game was explained to him

and he became a subject. If the person refused, he was given

stapling work at $1.00 per hour. Only one person declined to become

a subject. Without the knowledge of the subjects, a promise was

made to the Employment Service that no subject would average less

than $'2.00 for a two-hour session. This was easy to arrange because

the basic game is such as to admit cases where all four outcomes
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are positive, and such offers could be inserted into the testing

sequence at wilL

When someone agreed to become a subject, he was told that the

experiment had been designed to test human behavior in gambling

situations, and that whatever he did would be equally valuable to

the experimenters. He was assured that no particular behavior was

demanded or expected of him, and that the experiment in no way

tested intelligence. Few subjects asked for additional information.

He was then told that the games he was to play would last about

two hours, and the rate of pay would be ¢LOO per hour; the payment

of ¢2.00 would be given to him at the beginning of the session, and

this money would be used to participate in the games. The subject

was informed again that it would be possible to complete a session

with considerably more money than ¢2000, and that all of the

winnings at the end of the session would be his to keep. He was

also told that it would be possible to end up with less than ¢2000

or even with no money at alL Subjects were permitted to gamble

with only the ¢2.00 given them in payment for their participation.

The apparatus used consisted of red, white and blue poker

chips, a circular green gambling table, a leather dice shaker-cup,

a timing clock, scratch paper (for the subject), scoring sheet,

and dice. The dice will be described presently.

In general the game was played as follows: the subject was

seated opposite the "house gambler" (the experimenter) who presented
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him verbally with the options between which he was to choose. The

subject was always required to choose one of the two options. During

some sessions a third person was present who recorded the time taken

in making each decision. The subject was urged to ponder each choice

as long as he pleased.

The first step in the experiment required that, for each subject,

*an event E be found such that

* *x,y N(E ) y+l,i, x and x,y-l~ N(E ) y,x ,

where x and yare taken as several different pairs of outcomes.

Actually, a single chance event was found during pilot studies which

proved to satisfy the conditions for every subject. This chance

event was not easily found, however. A coin was tried and the sub-
. AJ

ject given the opportunity to bet on heads (E) or tails (E); a die
"-J

was used with odd numbers as E and even numbers as E;two coins

were tried with match (two heads or two tails) as E and non-match
;V

as E; and some other equally simple or more complex games were

tried. In every case, most subjects showed a preference for either
rv

E or E~ Finally an event was found which satisfied the conditions.

This event was produced by means of a specially made die. On three

faces of the die, the nonsense syllable "ZOJ" was engraved, on

the other three faces UZEJIl. Two more similar dice were made with

UWUHtt and IlXEQ", UQUGfI and "QUJfI on their faces. These syllables

are ones which according to Glaze (9) and others have practically

zero association value. The hope was that subjects would have no
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prejudice in favor of one such syllable over another. All three

dice were tested with each subject, and in every case Hypothesis

HI held (within the Ii limits set by the method of approximation),

. *.talung as the event E throWJ.ng the die so that a face showing

'ZOJ' (or 'WUH' or "'*'QUG') came up and E throwing the die

so that a face showing 'ZOJ' (or 'WUH' or 'QUG') did not come

up. (In explaining the game to the subject, ,..,.,,* .E was ind1cated

positively in terms of the syllable on the remaining faces of the

die.)

Before the play began, the game was explained to the subject

in thes.e words:

Instructions to subject:

The game we will play will take the following

form. You will shake this die in the shaker-box,

and then toss it onto the table. As you may see,

there are two different syllables on the die.

Three sides of the die have ZOJ on them, and

the other three sides have ZEJ. Sometimes we

will play with this die, and sometimes with other

dice just like this excep~,.that their syllables

will be WUH and XEQ, or QUG and QUJ.

These dice have been made especially for us,

and they are as fair as dice can be. In fact,

they have been ground to specifications accurate
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to l/lO,OOOth of an inch.

Before each shake, I'll present you with

two alternatives; you must choose one of them.

Here is a pencil and paper which you may wish to

use. Take whatever time you wish to order to

make your choice.

Here, for example, is the die with ZOJ and

ZEJ on it. If you want to bet on ZOJ, you will

win five cents if you are right (i.e., if ZOJ

comes up when you toss the die) and you will lose

five cents if you are wrong (if ZEJ comes up).

If you want to bet on ZEJ, you will win six

cents if you are right, and lose five cents if

you are wrong. Which is your choice? (The

subject chooses.) O.K.

Before starting, I want to suggest that

you write down each offer in this form: 3

3 It was found experimentally simpler to present the options

in this form. The situation represented here corresponds to the matrix:

Option 1 Option 2

ZOJ +5 -5

ZEJ -5 +6



ZOJ

+5

-5

ZEJ

+6

-5
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This means: if you bet on ZOJ, you'll win

five cents if it comes up and lose five cents

if it doesn't. If you bet on ZEJ, you'll

win six cents if it comes up and lose five

cents if it doesn't. Are you ready to proceed?

The pilot study had revealed a number of difficulties, the

solutions to which were incorporated into the final experimental

design.

First, it was necessary to control the effects of cumulative

and inunediate reinforcement. Winning or losing several times in

a row made subjects sanguine or pessimistic and tended to produce

altered responses to the same offers. Increases and decreases

in the size of stake also had distorting effects. To control

the effects of reinforcement, the following procedure was used~

In testing Hypothesis Hl the house gambler offered about fifteen

bets to the subject. When the first set of alternatives was

offered to the subject, he chose one alternative, shook the die

in the shaker-box, tossed the die, and either collected or paid

out. The same sequence occurred for the next two or three sets

of alternatives. Then the subject was asked whether he minded, in
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the interest of saving time, being given two or three sets of

alternatives in succession, making choices for each set as it was

given, then rolling the die and p~ing or collecting for each.

That is, a pair of alternatives was presented to him and he made

his choice, which was noted, then immediatley another pair of

alternatives was offered him. The subject was told that the choices

he made at this time were binding and that when he had made his

choices on the two or three pairs of alternatives successively, he

would roll for them each, one at a time, at which time he could not

change his mind. In other words, the subject was committed to the

choice he made when the alternatives were offered, even though he

did not roll the dice to see whether a particular choice paid off

until after all of his choices were made. The experimenter gave

the subject the pairs of alternatives in groups of three and four

until all of the trials for testing Hl had been exhausted. The

experimenter was then ready to measure the subject's utility (H2).

At this point 9 the experimenter told the subject that there

were only about twenty-five or thirty more choices he would have

to make, and asked him whether he would be willing to make all of

his choices before rolling the die to see what the pay-offs would

be. (In fact, there were usually more than twice that many bets

remaining, but no subject seemed to notice this.) All of our

subjects agreed to this plan readily. There was no indication

that interest lagged under these conditions of postponed pay-off;
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subjects apparently continued to feel that they were in fact gambling,

inasmuch as each choice they made was binding and would eventually

reward or cost them.

A second problem concerned the recency effect of seeing a par-
\

ticular syllable on a die turn up, or fail to turn up, through a

number of throws. If the same syllable came up three times in suc~

cession, for example, the subjective probability would temporarily

decrease for mes t subjects. This effect was partly eliminated by

postponing the payoff. This procedure could not help in the testing

. of Hl, however, for at the start the subject had to roll after each

choice to acquaint him with the game; nor could it help with the

fact that merely having the same nonsense syllable coupled in the

offers with attractive outcomes several times in succession was

enough to influence the response of some subjects. The problem

was effectively solved by using three dice instead of one. The

die in use was changed after each toss, and the choice of winning

nonsense syllable was randomized. In this way no particular

syllable could win or lose, or even be chosen, twice in succession.

~ the time the same die was used again, the subject had forgotten,

or was not influenced by, his previous experience. In practice,

the problem tended to solve itself relatively early in the game

since subjects quickly learned to attend only to the four outcomes

and to ignore the matching events (since these all had the same

subjective probability). The experimenter therefore did not announce
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the matching events until just before the dice were rolled.

The third problem was more complex and received only a partial

solution. In the testing of H2, it will be remembered that two

amounts of money, a = -4'1 and b = 6'1, are arbitrarily chosen; on

the basis of these, an amount c is found such that b,c M a,a

(or its approximation analogue); on the basis of a,b- and c, a

further amount is found, and so forth. Thus the value of each

point on the utility scale depends on those found before. A

distortion in the value c is therefore crucial, since it will

distort all the further values; such distortion will in the end

result in a failure of the checks contained in H2 which' justify

interval measurement. But relation (i), which determines the value

of c, is open to a distorting force which does not enter any of

the other relations which are essential to determining further points,

for one of the options (a,a) is not a gamble but a sure-thing

(whatever happens, the subject loses 4i if he chooses (a,a»,

while the other option is a gamble. If a subject has a high

(positive) utility of gambling, he will have to be offered a

spuriously low c before he will switch his choice to the option

(a,a); this will in turn make the value for d spuriously high, and

so forth.

Aside from relation (i), the problem was not met, but neglected;

we did not test the other consequences of the axioms which led to

relations in which one option was a sure-thing. In this we felt
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partly justified by the fact that an axiomatization can be produced

leading to interval measurement which excludes all such offers (see

Davidson and Suppes (4»). What was lacking for complete justifica-

tion at the time these experiments were performed was a method of

approximation based on such an axiomatization (one has since been

devised).

The method employed in the present experiments to offset possible

distortion in the determination of the money value of c will be

given only in outline. For simplicity, we assume perfect measurement,

the reader can easily construct the analogue for the method of

approximation. Using the value of c found in relation (i), a d
1

is found, using d, f is found. Now a c is found such that
i 1

b,f Ma,c. If c = c, no distortion due to the utility of gambling

has apparently entered the original determination of c (we assume

throughout this discussion that no distortion due to the utility

of gambling enters into choices between two options each of which

is a gamble).
I

If c <c, an obvious line of reasoning leads to

the conclusion that the original c was set too low. The experi-

menter therefore arbitrarily raises the original

a new d and a new f (call them
I

C + l~, d and

c by li, determines

f l) and checks

whether b,f' Ma,c+li; if so, c + l¢ is the correct value. If not,

a further adjustment is indicated. A similar procedure is followed
1

if c <; c •

For only one-third of our subjects did we have to make compen~

sations. For all but one subject of those who required compensations
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for their utility of gambling, only one compensation was necessary•.

For the one subject, two compensations sufficed. We believe it is

possible to interpret these results as showing that distortion due

to the utility of gambling is not as strong or as prevalent as has

often been surmised, at least for small amounts of money. These

results are, however, very tentative. We intend a more complete

theoretical and experimental treatment of this subject.

The final problem we wish to mention is that it was felt

expedient to obtain all the data relevant to the measurement of

utility in a single session, since no evidence prior to this exper~

iment ensured the stability of an individualus utility function

over extended periods of time. With this in mind, we judged that

speed and simplicity were worth some sacrifice of completeness in

certain aspects of the experiment, at least until there was good

evidence that the utility function was relatively stable over time.

In the final design, we were able to gather the necessary information

for H2 in a little less than one hour (on the average).

A. FINAL EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

We may now describe the experimental procedure followed.

Subjects were brought into the experimental situation and instructed

as described above. The first sequence of offers had a double

purpose: to test Hl and to familiarize the subject with the game.

Table 1 shows a typical opening sequence of offers. In this sequence,
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all offers except numbers 3, 12 and 14 test Hl; these are inserted

entirely for the prupose of exposing the subject to offers of the

kind he will find in the subsequent part of the experiment. The

responses to these offers were not directly relevant to testing Hl

or H2. To verify Hl, the subject had to make the choices marked

in the last column. Occasionally a subject was confused in the first

few plays; in these cases a few offers were added to see whether HI

would then be verified, and the first responses were considered as

training.

The subject was given ¢2.00 worth of chips at the begi~~ng of

the play, and all the choices made in testing Hl, including the

training offers, were resolved before going further by having the

subject cast the appropriate die and pqying him or collecting from

him the amount of money he lost or won (in chips). He understood,

of course, that at the end of the session the chips in his pos

session would be redeemed in cash.

When Hl had been adequately tested the experimenter made the

offers necessary to test H2 and determine (in case H2 was verifiied)

the utility curve of the subject for the amounts of money involved.

Here the sequence indicated in Section V was followed, and it will

not be necessary to give it again in detail. The following comments

and details suffice to give a clear idea of the experimental pro~

cedure.

The base points a = ~4i and b = 6i were chosen so that the
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TYPICAL SEQPENCE OF OFFERS rrESTING Hl

Offer Events Option 1 Option 2 Correct
number choice to

confirm Hl

1 ZOJ 5¢ -~¢ Option 2ZEJ -5 6

2 QUG 17 -11 1QUJ -10 17

3
ZOJ 24 13
ZEJ ....3 5

4 WUH 10 3 1XEQ 4 10

5 ZEJ 4 5 2ZOJ -5 -5
QUG -4 -2

,
6 QUJ -3 -4

2

7
ZOJ 13 -3 1ZEJ -2 13

S XEQ 7 -6 2WUH -6 S

9
QUJ -2 -4 2QUG -4- -1

10 WUH 5 10 1
XEQ 10 4-

-
11 ZOJ -4 13 ;2

ZEJ 13 "",,3

12 XEQ -3 S
WUH -5 -19

13 QUJ -9 . 17 1QUG 17 -10

14 ZOJ 15- 22
ZEJ -10 -19

15 WUH -6 S 1
XEQ 9 -6
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totality of offers (with two amounts above and two below the base

.points) would tend to have an expected (actuarial) value near oi.

Thus the subject was inclined to sense (even when the pay-off was

postponed) that his losses and winnings would probably be nearly

equal. The amounts a al1d b were skewed slightly in the favor-

able direction partly in order to make the expected value of the

totality of offers slightly positive (at least for most subjects)

and partly to avoid possible distorting effects which might result

from an obvious symmetry about o~.

To illustrate the method with an example, let us suppose an

upper and a lower bound for c and for d have been found for a

given subject, such that c! :: -ll~, ch :: -lO¢', d~ :: ll¢ and

dh :: 12¢'. The next step is to find bounds for f on the basis of

these values. The basic relation is d,f Mb,c. The lower bound

of f will be the highest amount f such that dh, f;. N b, cQ •

(The reasoning justifying this is in Section V.) Tkns amount was

found by making a series of· offers of the following sort~

.Option 1

x.

Option 2

(b :: ) 6';'

(d.,e :: ) -ll¢

In a table, we show the amounts tried for x and the subject's

responses:
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Offer number x Response

1 -16¢' Option 1

2 ~20¢' Option 2

:3 -lB¢' Option 2

4 -17';' Option 1

Since the subject shifted from Option 2 to Option 1 when x > -lB¢',

we conclude that f~ :: -18¢'. A similar series of offers, actually

interlarded with those shown, findS f h on the basis of d.l ' b and

ch• Upper and lower bounds for the other points on the utility scale

were found in an analogous fashion. Obviously the actual number of

offers necessary to find a given bound might vary depending on how

soon the exact point was found at which the subject changed his

choice from one option to the other. The experimenter decided what

offers were appropriate in each phase of the experiment only when

he knew the values found in the preceding steps. In consequence,

different offers, and different numbers of offers, were made to

different subjects. Although in the pilot experiments various means

were tried to mask from the subject the fact that we were attempting

to locate the point at which the shift took place, these were reject-

ed in the final design as too time-consuming. What masking took

place was accomplished in general by presenting the series of offers

which determined the high and low values of a given point simultane

ously and by interjecting an occasional dummy offer when a series
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became too long. The best practical protection against distortion

due to the subject noticing the pattern of offers was the shrewdness

with which the experimenter could guess the approximate change-over

point. Problems raised by the method we used are discussed in the

final section of this monograph.

The final stage of the experiment concerned the measurement of

subjective probability for a single chance event. If time was left,

this phase of the experiment followed directly upon the verification

of H2. If not, the subject was hired for a second session. When

this was done, a large sample of the offers previously made in test

ing H2 was made again to determine whether the utility curve had

remained constant. If it had not, a new utility curve was determined

experimenta~ as before. Only subjects for whom H2 had been

successfully tested could be used in this phase of the experiment.

For this part of the study, another special die was made. The

die had two opposite ends rounded so that when it was tossed it could

land on one of only four sides. (Thus, for a fair die, the objective

proba1?ility of any particular face coming up was 1/4.) Each side

of the die had a different nonsense syllable engraved on it: ZEJ,

WUH, XEQ, VAF,.

Instructions were given to the subject informally, in words like

these:

Now we will playa game which is slightly

different from the one which we have been playing



up until now, although the general form is the

same:- I will still present you the opportunity

of choosing between two gambles. Here is a four

sided die. When you toss this die, only one of

four sides can come up, instead of one out of

six. That is because two of the sides of the

die are rounded and therefore the die cannot

rest on them. You will be given the opportu

nity of betting on the occurence of one of

these sides, say ZEJ, or of betting on the

f1fieldl1. Betting on the field means that you

bet that ZEJ will not come up, but one of the

other three wilL Obviously, the I1field II wi1+

come up more often than ZEJ will, inasmuch as

this is a fair die. This die has been made

especially for us, and it is as fair as a die

can be; in fact, this die was ground to spec

ifications accurate to l/lO,OOOth of an inch.

As in the first game we played, I'll

present you with two alternatives. You are

to choose one of them. For example, if you

want to bet on ZEJ against the field, you

will: win 181 if ZEJ comes up when you

toss the die, but you will lose 4~ if the

68
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field comes up (that is, if any side but the

ZEJ side comes up). On the other hand, if you

want to bet on the field, you will win 6,p if

the field comes up, but you will lose l2,p if

ZEJ comes up.

For this game also, I suggest that you

write down each offer in this form:

l8¢' 6¢'

-4¢, -12¢'

I think it would be to your advantage if I

first give you a few sets of practice alter

natives for you to make your choices on, 'with..;.

out any money being involved. That is, 1'11

give you a set of alternatives, you pick the

one that you prefer to gamble on, and then

you roll the die to see what the pay-off is.

But for these first few trials, no money will

be involved. In other words, I want to give

you a chance to get used to this new game

before you begin gambling with money.

After the instructions were given, three or four sets of al

ternatives were offered to the subject as a learning period. When

the subject seemed to understand that the game was no longer a
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fifty-fifty one, the experimenter proceeded to test the subject's

subjective probability by following the steps given in Section V.

VII. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

For all nineteen subjects tested, Hl was verified. For fifteen

subjects, H2 was verified (in the approximate sense explained above),

and for these fifteen it is therefore possible to conclude (a) their

behavior is consistent with the claim that there exists a real-valued

function ¢ unique up to a linear transformation defined over the

basic alternatives involyed and (b) if there is such a real-valued

function, and we set ¢(a) = -1 and ¢(b) =1, then the c, d, f

and g such that ¢(c) = -3, Wed) = 3, ¢(f) = -5 and ¢(g) = 5

lie within the intervals stated.

Table 2 summarizes the utility data for the fifteen subjects

who were successfully measured. Figures 9, 10, and 11 show these

results graphically for subjects numbered 1, 8 and 9 in Table 2.

Since the amounts of money corresponding to c, d, f and g were

not precisely determined, Table 2 gives, instead of the precise

amount, the upper and lower bounds between which the precise amount

must lie. The graphs reflect this fact by showing two curves between

which the true utility curve (provided there is one) must lie. Even

this claim may be precisely maintained only for the points directly

tested, of course. The bounds for the true utility curve between

the points experimentally determined must be inferred by interpola

tion. As can be seen, the points were simply connected by straight
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lines; no attempt was made to fit more elegant curves.

It is instructive to remark that there is no simple way to

describe the results for those subjects for whom H2 was not

verified. The first part of the testing of H2 is concerned simply

with finding upper and lower bounds on amounts of money with fixed

utilities. Barring very unusual behavior (which occurred with no

subject), no result can falsify H2 up to this point. Furthermore,

if the subject has a utility curve, the bounds found in this first

part of the test of H2 are the bounds used to approximate the true

curve. But it cannot be claimed that there is serious evidence for

the existence of a utility function until the checks described in

Section V have been run. From the experimenter's viewpoint the

testing of H2 breaks down as soon as a check fails; that is, the

failure of at least one check is sufficient evidence to reject H2.

However, it is important to emphasize ,that the failure of a check

is not to be interpreted as meaning that the subject was erratic

or inconsistent in this particular response. Rather the failure is

to be interpreted as meaning that the total pattern of the subject's

responses was inconsistent; no special significance can be attached

to any arbitrary consistent sub-set of the total set of responses

(for example, those that come first).

Some very brief remarks may be made concerning the four subjects

whose utility was not measured. Two of these subjects showed con

siderable disinclination to gamble with their pay and would have

preferred to do the work for which they thought they had been hired.
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In retrospect it seems a mistake to have tried to persuade these

individuals to be subjects. The two remaining subjects were extremely

tense during the experiment, asked for advice, commented on their own

lack of system, and seemed aware that they were making their decisions

erratically. It would, of course, be very interesting to explore the

possible connections between "rationality" in decision making of the

sort tested here and other personality traits.

Table 3 summarizes the data on subjective probability. Seven

subjects for whom utility curves had been derived were tested for
I

subjective probability with the chance event E described above.

H3 was verified for all subjects. H4, which requires that no

matter what the outcomes with which it is matched may be, the sub-

jective probability of an event will be the same, was verified (in

the sense demanded by the method of approximation) for five of the

seven subjects, using three sets of outcomes to measure the subjective

probability for each subject. In the cases of the two subjects for

whom H4 was not verified, two of the three intervals derived had

a non-empty intersection, but all three did not.

For the five subjects for whom H4 was verified, it is possible to

conclude (a) their behavior is consistent with the claim that there

exists a subjective probability function with the properties specified

in Theorem IV.7 and (b) if there is such a subjective probability
I

function s, then s(E) lies within the bounds shown in the last

two columns of Table 3.
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Table 4 gives in detail the results obtained when subjects were

rerun after a period varying from a few days to several weeks. Eight

subjects were run twice, and two of these three times. It was not

thought necessary to repeat the test of HI; otherwise the experi

mental procedure was identical. Three subjects performed the rather

astonishing feat of exactly duplicating their first choices (they

were given no hint as to what their earlier choices had been). Both

subjects who were run a third time exactly duplicated their second

choices on the third trial although their second choices had not

duplicated their first. There is no obvious generalization to make

about the changes in choice. Of those who made substantial changes,

only one moved closer to the linear in money utility curve (Subject

12).

Altogether the ten reruns afforded 4g possible comparisons of

new with earlier pairs of bounds for the four experimentally determined

points (f; c, d, g). As Table 5 shows, in 23 out of these ~ cases,

the earlier results for bounds were precisely duplicated. More

significant, in 42 cases there were non-empty intersections; where

this happened there is no direct evidence that the true utilities

have altered at all. Of the six times that a second run yielded

bounds which did not intersect the bounds found earlier, four are

due to the same subject (Subject 4). This subject was a foreign

student with some language difficulty, and it seems possible this

may have affected his behavior. The other two cases of failure of
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intersection (one for Subject 6, one for Subject 12) fall short of

intersection by 1 cent.



·TABLlll 2

SUMMARY OF DATA DETERMINING :BOUNDS IN CENTS

FOR FIXED POINTS ON THE UTILITY SCALE
- .

:Bounds for f Bounds for c ¢(a) :;::-1 ¢(b) = 1 Bounds for d Bounds for g
Subject where where (arbitrarily (arbitrarily where where

¢(f) =-.5 rj(c) =-3 set) set) ~(d) = 3 rj(g) =.5

1 -18 to -1.5~ -11 to -10~ -4~ 6~ 11 to 12~ 14 to 18~

2 -34 to -30 -12 to -11 -1.J. 6 12 to 18 31 to 36

3 -18 to -11 -8 to -7 -4 6 10 to 13 11.J. to 22

4 -29 to -24 -1.5 to -11.J. -4 6 14 to 17 2.5 to 31

.5 -21 to -11.J. -10 to -9 -4 6 10 to 12 16 t. 24

6 -2.5 to -21 -14 to -13 -4 6 13 to. 1.5 19 to 23

7 -18 to -7 -7 to -6 -1.J. 6 7 to 14 10 to 23

8 -2.5 to -21 -14 to -13 -1.J. 6 14 to 17 23 to 28

9 -3.5 to -29 -12 to -11 -4 6 16 to 18 1.J.3 to .50

10 -26 to -20 -1.5 to -11.J. -4 6 14 to 1.5 20 to 27

11 -22 to -19 -11.J. to -13 -1.J. 6 11 to 13 18 to 22

12 -21 to -13 -12 to -11 -4 6 8 to 12 11 to 1.5

13 -34 to -23 -14 to -13 -4 6 13 to 17 23 to 32

14 -16 to -13 -10 to -9 -1.J. 6 12 to 1.5 20 to 21.J.

1.5 -12 to -8 -8 to -7 -4 6 8 to 10 11 to 1.5

-~... --"-

-.:J
\Jl
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TABLE :3

,
SUMMARY OF DATA ON SUBJEOTIVE PROBABILITY OF OHANCE EVENT E

Subject Bounds within which s(E') lies
(Number
from As determined by As determined by As determined by IntersectionTable 2) d,a M(E') c,b g,cM(E') a,a f,d M(Ei) b,b

~------- --

lower upper lower upper lower upper lower upper
bound bound bound bound bound bound bound bound

3 .23 .36 .16 .32 ! .13 .27 .23 .27

5 .19 .21 .10 .25 .13 .27 .19 .21

6 .1-7 .28 .11 .18 I .14 .25 I .17 .18

7 .09 .23 .13 .26 .00 .27 .1-3 .2.3

9 .2.0 .24 .21 .26 .15 .24 .21 .24-

12 .41 1.00 .28 .67 .16 .35 empty .intersection

14 .20 .21 .25 .30 .08 .22

U
empty intersection

...

--J
0'



TABLE 4

SUMMARY OF DATA ON REMEASUREMENT OF UTILITY FUNCTION

(Data for Session I same as in Table 2)

77

Subject Session Bounds for f Bounds for c Bounds for d Bounds for g
(number number
from
Table 2)

I -34 to ~30i -12 to -l1i 12 to 18i 31 to 36i
2-

II Exact duplication

I -18 to -11 -8 to -7 10 to 13 14 to .. 22

3 II -15 to -10 -8 to -7 9 to 12 12 to 19

III Exact duplication of II
I -29 to -24 -15 to -14 14 to 17 25 to 31

4
II -14 to -8 -8 to -7 7 to 11 7 to 20

I -21 to -14 -10 to -9 10 to 12 16 to 24
5

II Exact duplication

I -25 to -21 -14 to -13 13 to 15 19 to 23
6

II -23 to -19 -14 to -13 10 to 12 21 to 25.<

I -18 to -7 -7 to -6 7 to 14 i 10 to 23

7 II -10 to -7 -8 to -7 7 to 8 7 to 12

III Exact duplication of II
- I -35 to -29 -14 to -11 16 to 18 43 to 50

9
II Exact duplication

I -21 to -13 -12 to -11 8 to 12 11 to 15
12

II -29 to -18 -14 to -13 9 to 12 13 to 18



ANALYSIS OF RESULTS ON REMEASUREMENT OF UTILITY FUNCTION

7B

Sessions compared Number of Number of Number of Totals
exact non-empty empty (columns
duplications intersections inter- 3 'and 4)

(including exact aections
duplications)

Sessions I and II 14 26 6 32

Sessions II and III B B 0 B

Sessions I and III 1 B 0 B

i

Totals 23 42 6 4B
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VIII. DISCUSSION

A. THE UTILITY CURVES

For fifteen out of the nineteen subjects tested, every prediction

which followed from the theoretical model (with the exception of

predictions involving sure-thing options) was verified within the

limits of accuracy set by the method used. One reasonable way of

thinking about the significance of these results is to compare the

predictions actually made with the predictions which would have

been made on the assumption that subjects choose the offer with the

largest actuarial value. (For all options in the present experiment
~t--

using the special event E , actuarli.:'alvalue equals half the sum of the

money value of the two basic alternatives.) This comparison is not

statistical but precise, in the following sense: for any given

subject, we can say with respect to every pair of options for which

the theor,y and data allow a prediction, how the actual choice

compares with the choice that would have been made if the subject

were maximizing actuarial value. A single example will illustrate

the general method. For Subject 1 (Table 2), a prediction is

possible for all options of the following form, no matter what

amount of money x may be:

Option 1 Option 2

-4¢

I
6¢

x ll¢
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The prediction is as follows: if x ~ 18i, the subject will choose

Option 1; if x.::: 14i, he will choose Option 2; if x is between

14i and 18i, no prediction can be made. These predictions were

all verified in the sense that for some amount y such that

14i ~ y s 18i the subject chose Option 1 (and for every amount

larger than y tested, chose Option 1); and for some amount z

such that 14i S z ~ 18i the subject chose Option 2 (and for

every amount larger than z tested, chose Option 2). (Clearly

z < y.) For the same pairs of options, choices predicted on the

basis of actuarial values would be: if x exceeds 21i, Option

1 will be chosen; if x is less than 21i, Option 2 will be

chosen: if x = 21¢, no prediction is possible. A comparison of

the two methods for this case may be summarized:

Values of x Above 21i 21i 20i 1916' 18i 17-1516' 1416' Below 1416'

Actuarial Option 1 ? 2 2 2 2 2 2
prediction

(Verified) Option 1 1 1 1 1 ? 2 2
prediction
of present
hypothesis

It is obvious how to extend this type of comparison to a large

number of further cases.:

Clearly much of the interest of the empirical data lies in the

extent to which the choices of a subject, while consistent with the

assumption of a subjective utility scale, differed from the choices
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the subject should have made if he had wanted to maximize actuarial

value. One way of judging the extent of such deviations is by

comparing the intervals shown in Table 2 with the amounts of money

which would have been found for the actuarial chooser. Disregarding

the fact that the indifference between options was ruled out, these

amounts are f; -24i, c ; -14/, d ~ 16i, g ; 26i. (Let us call

these "linear money values 0 n) Table 6 shows the number of empiri-

cally found intervals for which the lower bound is above the linear

TABLE 6

COMPARISON OF INTERVALS WITH LINEAR MONEY VALUES

f c d g Total

Number of intervals entirely 8 9 0 2 19
above linear money value

Number of intervals including 5 6 5 4 20
linear money value

Number of intervals entirely 2 0 10 9 21
below linear money value

money value, the number of intervals which include the linear money

value, and the number of intervals for which the upper bound is

below the linear money value. As can be seen, out of sixty intervals

only one third include the linear money value.
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It seems reasonable to call a subject conservative who is will

ing to choose an offer with a smaller actuarial value provided it

is less risky. A subject who did this over the entire range of

options would have a utility curve which was convex from above

through its length. There were no such subjects. Ncr were any

subjects extravagant for all offers (willing to accept an option

with a smaller actuarial value provided it entailed a greater risk).

Indeed this can be seen at once from the zero entries in Table 6,

for these entries show that no subject was clearly conservative for

the range a, b, d, and no subject was clearly extravagant for the

range c, a, b. Perhaps not very surprisingly, most subjects were

somewhat sanguine about small wins and conservative with respect

to small losses. In most cases, the larger losses represented by

the money values of f were treated conservatively relative to

a and b but neither conservatively nor extravagantly relative to

c and a. The larger gains tied to g were generally held worth

spending something for when compared with a and b but not when

compared with b and d. Two mavericks, Subjects 2 and 9, were

extravagant with respect to the largest loss and conservative when

it came to the largest win (comparing both to the base a,b) but

agreed, for some reason, to pay to avoid the smaller loss tied to

c. Three subjects, 4, 8 and 13, had bounds for their utility curves

which were consistent with the assumption that they made their

choices on an actuarial basis.
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It is perhaps of some passing interest to note that most of our

subjects had a utility curve which looks like a miniature version of

the curve hypothesized by Friedman and Savage in (8). Most of our

subjects were in a position at the start of each play where it would

have been rational for them, on the basis of their subjective util

ities, to p~ something in the form of insurance against the risk

of small losses, and also to pay something for the privilege of a

chance on a small win. On the other hand, most subjects would pay

more, proportionately, for a lottery ticket paying 6f, than one

paying d provided the actuarial values were the same. Friedman

and Savage predicted such a falling off in marginal utility, but

of course at some point on the utility curve involving very much

larger amounts of money.

B. COMPARISON WITH THE MOSTELLER AND NOGEE EXPERIMENT

Before making a brief comparison of our empirical results with

those reported by Mosteller and Nogee in (10), it seems worth while

to summarize the main respects in which the two experiments were

similar and dissimilar. Both had the same overall aim: to test

the adequacy of the expected utility decision model with respect to

gambles involving small wins and losses of money. Both experiments

derived utility curves for fifteen subjects; due to differences in

method and the details of the hypotheses tested, we simply failed

to derive any utility curve for four subjects while Mosteller and
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Nogee report incomplete results for two of their fifteen subjects.

In point of theory, Mosteller and Nogee relied upon the von Neumann

and Morgenstern axiomatization while we developed a finitistic

model which differs from that of von Neumann and Morgenstern in

several essential respects. Perhaps the most important difference

is that our method measures utility using a single chance event with

a subjective probability experimentally determined. Thus we are

able to dispense with the dubious assumption basic to the von Neumann

and Morgenstern model that subjective probabilities equal objective

probabilities. Compared to the Mosteller and Nogee experiment, the

choices we offered to subjects (to measure utility) were simple in

that only one chance event was used, and no option involved more

than two possible outcomes. We made no basic distinction between

those offers used to make tentative assignments of utilities to

alternatives and those offers which tested the transformation

properties of the assignments; in particular, the sorts of offers

were the same from the subjects Y point of view. Mosteller and

Nogee tested whether interval measurement had been achieved by

presenting the subject with new sorts of decisions. These tests

were limited to a very special subset of the consequences of their

model, namely, choices between options with an expected utility nearly

or exactly equal to the utility of oi. We were able to test all the

consequences of our finitistic model (with exceptions noted)for

the alternatives involved; this would not be possible of course
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for the von Neumann and Morgenstern model. Our subjects were never

able to elect an option which would not risk a change in their

financial status, and very seldom could elect an option which did

not involve uncertainty. In contrast, Mosteller and Nogee1s subjects

almost always had one option whose outcome was certain, and that out

come was neither to win nor to lose money. Mosteller and Nogee used

a statistical method for determining indifferences points while we

used the method of approximation outlined.

Experimentally, the following comparisons seem the most impor

tant. We tested our subjects one at a time, and collected all the

data relevant to the measurement of utility in one session, whereas

Mosteller and Nogee tested subjects four and five at a time, and

took a period of weeks to accumulate the data relevant to the

determination of a single utility curve. As they point out (10,

p. 386), there is reason to think the subjects in a given group

influenced one another, in this respect our procedure seems superior.

There is no a priori reason to prefer our single-session technique

of measurement; it was at least partially forced on us by the method

of approximation which allowed for no changes at all in choices

between options. The single-session technique did.~ however, allow

us to test the stability of preferences OVer time. Finally, we

attempted to neutralize some of the effects of runs of luck,

experience, success or failure on certain offers or types of offers

or with certain chance events, and changes in the size of stake
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by postponing the playoff until after all choices (in a given

session) were made. This procedure was suggested by Mosteller and

Nogee (10, p. 400) but they did not use it. Their data give some

evidence that changes in the size of stake influenced choices;

however, they are not sure that postponing the payoff may not intro

duce a larger distortion. Our experience indicated that postpone

ment did not seriously impair interest or the sense of reality of

the decisions; on the other hand, our pilot studies showed that

changes in stake and the other factors involved in playing off

each decision immediately were sufficiently disturbing to make

subjects change their choices, and this was incompatible with

successful measurement by our method.

It would be interesting to compare utility curves derived by

the methods used in the present experiment with utility curves for

the same subjects derived by Mosteller and Nogeets method. Since

no subjects have been measured by both methods, any comparisons of

results are apt to be inconclusive.

A first glance at Mosteller and Nogee's utility data (see

particularly (10, Table 9, p. 386» may see~ to reveal some general

discrepancies with our findings; for example they show every subject

except one as. conservative with respect to wins in the neighborhood

of 4¢ - 5¢, and only three are extravagant with respect to wins

in the area of 6i - 8i. But one should bear in mind, in comparing
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subjective utility curves, that whether any given point is above

or below the linear-in-money utility curve depends entirely on

the arbitra~ choice of the two points common to the subjective

and the linear-in-money curves. Normalizing the curves on the

same two points thus has the effect of obscuring the fact that it

is not points or slopes which can most meaningfully be compared

from one subjective utility curve to another, but rather ratios

between slopes at different points on the curve. Keeping to this

basis of comparison, we find the following: over the lowest range

of offers (-5~ to about 4~), every Mosteller and Nogee subject

but one was conservative. (Over the most nearly comparable set of

offers, those involving c, a, b, none of our subjects was ex

travagant, and nine were clearly conservative.)

Comparing the slope between -5~ and about 4~ with the slope

between 4~ and the next equally spaced amount above (on the

utility scale), we find that thirteen of Mosteller and Nogee's

SUbjects were extravagant. (Over this same range, very nearly

the range of a, b and d, ten of our subjects were extravagant,

none clearly conservative.)

Further comparisons are harder to make. However, most of

Mosteller and Nogee's subjects, like ours, show a downward turn

in the utility curve between the smallest positive gains and the

gains in the area of 20~ - 25~.
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It seems to us that considering the very different methods used

to arrive at the utility curves, the degree of similarity in these

results is fairly striking. Figures 12 and 13 superimpose utility

curves of typical subjects in the two experiments.

c. SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY

The results reported here on the measurement of subjective prob

ability were included chiefly to illustrate the method and cannot

be considered of much importance in themselves. However, the follow

ing comparison with previous results is suggestive. For five subjects,

the subjective probability of the event E was found to lie within

certain bounds; for four of the five subjects the upper bound was

below the objective probability of .25. The average of the mid

points of these five intervals is .206. Preston and Baratta,

using an extremely different method which assumed that utility is

linear in money, calculated the subjective probability associated

with the same objective probability to be .195. On the other

hand Mosteller and Nogee seem to have found that events with an

objective probability of .25 have a subjective probability no

lower than .25.

It should be remarked that the measurement of subjective prob

ability as conceived in the present monograph in no way assumes

that different events with the same objective probability will have
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the same subjective probability, even for a given subject.

D. CRITICISMS

Many of the shortcomings or limitations of the method used in

the present experiment seem to center around two points. The first

is the demand imposed by the axioms that the basic alternatives be

equally spaced in utility. The result of this condition is that

a utility scale cannot in general be determined for a set of alter

natives which are chosen in advance; rather a set of alternatives

must be found with the required characteristics. In practice find

ing such a set of alternatives is apt to be practicable only where

there is available a large number of potential alternatives which

can be assumed to be ranked in small preference steps. The assump

tion is reasonable for amounts of money. However, it is not easy

to see how the present method could be applied to alternatives of

some other kinds.

Even when the alternatives are amounts of money, the need to

find a set of alternatives with given (relative) utilities results

in disadvantages. Obviously the alternatives must be found in some

fixed sequence, since the determination of one alternative depends

upon the determination of others. The experimenter therefore does

not know what offers he is going to make to a subject in advance;

the offers which will determine the bounds for d, for example,

depend upon the prior discovery of the bounds for c. The
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experimenter is forced to perform calculations throughout the ex

periment, thus giving the subject the (correct) impression that his

choices influence the offers he will subsequently receive. In

determining any particular bound, a series of closely related offers

are made (three of the four amounts of money being held constant),

and the subject is apt to realize that the experimenter is looking

for the point at which he will switch from one option to the other.

In the pilot studies elaborate methods were tried to mask the

system, but none was found which was entirely effective without

being too costly in time. In the end, masking was employed only

where it was compatible with efficiency. It should final~ be

pointed out that the procedure followed in the present experiment

ruled out the possibility of making the same set of offers to

different subjects. It remains an open question, then, whether

differences in the shapes of utility curves may not have been due,

in part, to the fact that different subjects received different

offers. In theo~ it would be possible to give each subject the

same randomized series of offers by including every possible

combination of basic alternatives within a given money range. In

practice the number of such combinations (even eliminating tlunlikely"

offers) would be far too large to test.

A method which, while retaining the merits of the present approach,

allowed the utility measurement of alternatives chosen in advance
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would have clear advantages: it would apply to alternatives other

than amounts of money; the same offers could be made to all subjects;

__~pe~j'e~::Lcouldbe given in a random sequence; the experimenter

would be relieved of the necessity of performing calculations during

the experiment; and (equally important) the experimenter would not

know, at the time the decisions were made, what decisions a subject

should make to verify the theory.

The second point on which difficulties hinge is the interpretation

of indifference in terms of the method of approximation. This method

assumes that during a single experimental session a subject who

chooses one option over another will never change his choice (unless

the two options happen to be precisely indifferent). In the present

experiment it was possible to justify the assumption by such devices

as postponing the payoff. But in general the assumption seems

unrealistically strong; it can be expected to break down when one

tries to apply the theory to situations in which fewer variables

can be controlled. In this respect the statistical interpretation

of indifference used by Mosteller and Nogee is definitely superior

to our method of approximation. Unfortunately, however, it is

hard to get an exact idea of what would constitute confirmation·

that interval measurement has been achieved using a statistical

interpretation of indifference.
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E. RELATIONS TO LEARNING AND MOTIVATION THEORY I

The general theor,v of decision underlying the experimental work

described in the present monograph is neither an alternative to nor

dependent on any particular theor,v of learning or motivation. The

theor,v of decision attempts to predict accurately how subjects will

respond to situations offering them well-defined alternatives. On

the basis of the theor,v it is natural to construe decisions as

determined (in the simplest cases of risky decision) by the degree

of belief in various outcomes, and the relative appeal of the out

comes. But how these psychological factors are to be analyzed

apart from their hypothetical role in the decision making process

is a question to be answered only by appeal to a wider psychological

framework.

The potential contribution of decision theory to work in learn

ing and motivation is two-fold. First, it can hope to provide a

tool for the closer investigation of many problems in those fields.

The utility function of an individual represents a measure of the

relative decision-determining strength of various stimuli for that

individual; therefore, it is reasonable to utilize this measure in

I We are indebted to Professors Douglas H. Lawrence and Donald

W. Taylor for some helpful comments.
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experiments where it is relevant to have a behavioristic and quan

tified test of the relative subjective value of specific rewards

and punishments.

The measuring techniques developed in the present experiment

will be useful largely to the extent that they can be shown to be

applicable in a variety of circ~stances. It should also be

remarked that the theory of decision used as the basis of the

experiments is primarily static in character: it deals with

preferences and beliefs which are sufficiently fixed to be of

approximately the same relative strength through the period of

the test. The moment it is attempted to make it dynamic, the

theory of decision must draw on concepts from motivation and

learning theory.

The second w~ in'which the development of decision theory

can hope to contribute to the progress of research in other

branches of psychology is by providing a closely worked field of

fact upon which broader or related theories m~ draw. Decision

theory purports to give a detailed description of how individuals

behave when faced with alternatives. Obviously the facts described,

if true, invite explanation in terms of more general theories. Two

sorts of questions naturally present themselves: (a) can an

explanation within the framework of particular learning theories

be given for the fact that most people act as if they were attempting
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to maximize expected utility and (b) what factors account for

individual differences in utility curves. Considering the interest

of these questions, it is surprising that little has yet been done

to relate decision theory to well known psychological theories of

motivation and learning.

F. SUMMARY

In the light of the results reported here, it seems possible

to draw the following conclusions:

I. The theory presented provides a practicable approach to the

problem of simultaneously and independently measuring utility and

subjective probability in situations involving risk, at least for

alternatives consisting of losing or winning small sums of money.

2. Under controlled conditions, some people (15 out of 19

subjects in the present experiment) make choices among risky

alternatives as if they were attempting to maximize expected utility

even when they do not make choices in accord with actuarial values.

3. For such people it is possible to construct a utility curve

unique up to a linear transformation. The curves of the subjects

tested showed certain interesting common features; so far as it was

possible to compare, the results seemed well in accord with Mosteller

and Nogee's findings.

4. ,Of the 15 subjects whose utility curves were determined, 12
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had curves which were not linear in money.

5. Some evidence was obtained for the secular stability of

subjects' utility curves. On re-measurement, 7 out of 8 subjects

gave responses which were substantially consistent with the original

results.

6. For a single chance event with an objective probability of

1/4, it was shown how the method leads to the measurement of

subjective probability. For 5 out of 7 subjects, it was possible

to calculate the subjective probability, and for 4 out of these

5, the subjective probability was less than 1/4.
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